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TubeIDTM

● Before using TubeIDTM, please read the following safety regulations. 
● All warnings in this manual are of great  importance and shall be followed strictly. 
● Be sure to keep this manual around and ensure that all operators of TubeID can refer to it at any time. 
● Please make sure that the status of the machine and the marking content are correct when operating 
TubeIDTM.
● Please check the running status of the printing unit regularly during production.

TubeIDTM

The user hereby agrees not to sell or resell the product to any end user who reasonably believes that it may use 
the product to design, develop, or copy nuclear, chemical or biological weapons.
Do not use the product or the system containing the product in countries or regions that have not signed a sales 
contract with the company.

TubeIDTM

Tube-IDTM is the product name of Shanghai Sciway Scientific, Ltd.
This manual is suitable for "Ti-2040", "Ti-2060", and "Ti-2060W".

Trademark

TubeIDTM

Please be sure to observe the following safety regulations to use the product correctly to avoid harming yourself 
or others or damaging property. In order to clarify the severity of personal injury or property damage and other 
similar matters, the corresponding preventive measures are divided into two categories: exceptions and 
warnings, both of which indicate dangerous situations that will occur when safety regulations are ignored and 
improper handling or operation. These two types of precautions are important and must be strictly followed.

Safety Notice

SIGN
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SIGN

TubeID Installation Environment
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Ground Connection

Cable Handling
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Dealing of Ink And Solvent
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Dealing of TubeID Printing Platform

• Do not insert metal objects such as tweezers, screwdrivers, etc. into the 
holes of the print head. The deflector in the nozzle of the inkjet machine has 
a high voltage of about 6 kV when it is under operation, please be careful to 
avoid electric shock, personal injury or fire accidents.
• Do not remove the casing and/or screws that are not specified in this 
manual. High pressure exists in certain parts of the inkjet unit. Be careful to 
avoid electric shock and personal injury.
• Please be careful to avoid accidentally disconnecting, forcibly pulling 
out or bending the pipe. When TubeID is working, there is high-pressure ink 
or solvent in the ink tube, which may splash into the eyes or mouth, or splash 
on the hands or clothes if mishandled. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or 
mouth, immediately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• When TubeID printer is working, keep your eyes away from the ink 
ejection hole of the nozzle. Ink may splash on the eyes, mouth, hands or 
clothing of the operator. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or mouth, immedi-
ately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• Before test printing, make sure that there is no person in the ink jet 
direction of the print head. (Put the tip of the nozzle into a beaker)
• Before maintaining the inkjet machine, be certain that it has been shut 
down. Otherwise, the ink may splash on the eyes, mouth, hands or clothing of 
the operating personnel. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or mouth, immedi-
ately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• If an earthquake, fire or other emergency occurs during the operation of 
tubeID or when it is just turned on, press the main power switch to turn 
off the power.

• Do not insert metal objects such as tweezers, screwdrivers, etc. into the 
holes of the print head. The deflector in the nozzle of the inkjet machine has 
a high voltage of about 6 kV when it is under operation, please be careful to 
avoid electric shock, personal injury or fire accidents.
• Do not remove the casing and/or screws that are not specified in this 
manual. High pressure exists in certain parts of the inkjet unit. Be careful to 
avoid electric shock and personal injury.
• Please be careful to avoid accidentally disconnecting, forcibly pulling 
out or bending the pipe. When TubeID is working, there is high-pressure ink 
or solvent in the ink tube, which may splash into the eyes or mouth, or splash 
on the hands or clothes if mishandled. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or 
mouth, immediately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• When TubeID printer is working, keep your eyes away from the ink 
ejection hole of the nozzle. Ink may splash on the eyes, mouth, hands or 
clothing of the operator. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or mouth, immedi-
ately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• Before test printing, make sure that there is no person in the ink jet 
direction of the print head. (Put the tip of the nozzle into a beaker)
• Before maintaining the inkjet machine, be certain that it has been shut 
down. Otherwise, the ink may splash on the eyes, mouth, hands or clothing of 
the operating personnel. If ink or solvent gets into the eyes or mouth, immedi-
ately rinse with warm or cold water and consult a doctor.
• If an earthquake, fire or other emergency occurs during the operation of 
tubeID or when it is just turned on, press the main power switch to turn 
off the power.

Other Relative Notice

• Waste ink or solvent cannot be poured into drains or public places. 
Disposal of waste liquid must comply with all applicable regulations. For more 
details, please consult the relevant regulators.
• The inkjet unit must be managed in accordance with all applicable 
regulations. Please read and understand the relevant safety data sheet (SDS) 
before using ink or solvent.

• Waste ink or solvent cannot be poured into drains or public places. 
Disposal of waste liquid must comply with all applicable regulations. For more 
details, please consult the relevant regulators.
• The inkjet unit must be managed in accordance with all applicable 
regulations. Please read and understand the relevant safety data sheet (SDS) 
before using ink or solvent.

TubeIDTM
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<Keep Away From Fire>
○ Both ink and solvent are flammable. 
○ Keep the inkjet unit away from all fire sources. 
○ Wipe and dry the spilled ink and solvent immediately. 

<Precautions When Handling Ink/Solvent> 
○ Storage requirements must comply with the regulations of the relevant 
department. 
○ Read and understand the relevant safety data sheet (SDS). 
○ Wear protective gloves and safety glasses. 
○ If the ink/solvent in use is an organic solvent, it must be managed in 
accordance with the organic solvent poisoning prevention rules.

<Keep Away From Fire>
○ Both ink and solvent are flammable. 
○ Keep the inkjet unit away from all fire sources. 
○ Wipe and dry the spilled ink and solvent immediately. 

<Precautions When Handling Ink/Solvent> 
○ Storage requirements must comply with the regulations of the relevant 
department. 
○ Read and understand the relevant safety data sheet (SDS). 
○ Wear protective gloves and safety glasses. 
○ If the ink/solvent in use is an organic solvent, it must be managed in 
accordance with the organic solvent poisoning prevention rules.

TubeIDTM
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TubeIDTM

1.1. Introduction of TubeID
TubeID is an automatic equipment that can directly print on the tube body and/or cap. The aim is to relieve lab 

personnel from messy handwriting and cumbersome label stickers in the process of tube labeling. Based on the 

inkjet unit, the printing platform and proprietary control system developed by Sciway, TubeID achieves automatic 

high throughput printing on test tubes.

1.2. Safety Instructions
This document is to guide users in terms of installation, operation, verification and other operations of TubeID. 

Before any operation on the machine, be sure to read this document and go through relevant training.

This article introduces the structure, operating steps, verification experiments, daily maintenance, troubleshoot-

ing of the product. 

Ensure that there is no equipment that generates flames or arcs around TubeID printing units.

Ink and solvent are flammable and may cause fire.

Matches, lighters, cigarettes, heaters, stoves, gas stoves, electric welding, grinding work and static electricity 

can all produce open flames. Open relays, switches, and carbon brush engines can all produce arcs. For 

production safety, dry powder fire extinguishers must be placed around the marking machine.

Inks and solvents contain organic solvents, so TubeID units should be installed in a well-ventilated 

location.

2.1. Hardware framework
This chapter introduces the hardware framework of TubeID. TubeID printing units are mainly composed of three 

parts, an automatic printing platform, an inkjet unit, and a mobile table.

Automated printing platform: a platform that includes X-axis, Y-axis and inkjet nozzles.

Inkjet unit: Inkjet equipment for TubeID.

Mobile table: a movable platform for inkjet unit and printing platform unit.

1.Introduction

TubeIDTM2.Structure and installation

TubeIDTM
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2.2. Technical parameters

Print Speed

Communication Mode

Ink Characteristics

Sample Type

Materials and Print Location

Barcode

QR Code

Graphics

Scan Mode

Print Lines

Data Import

Operation Environment

Character Height

Print Content

Size and Weight

Voltage

About 1 tube/s

Ethernet

high adhesion, quick-dry, waterproof, alcohol resistance，invisible ink, monochrome ink (black for Ti-2040 
and Ti-2060; red, green, yellow, blue for Ti-2060；white for Ti-2060W only）

Eppendorf tube(0.6 mL, 1.5/2mL and more), cryogenic tube(1.8/3.6mL), injection vials, microscope slides

top (cap), side and bottom (body), glass, plastic, metal, ceramic and label sticker

39 code, ITF, EAN-13, EAN-8, UPC-A, UPC-E, 128 code, GS1 DataBar

QR code(21*21/25*25/29*29), DataMatrix (8*32/16*16/16*36/16*48/18*18/20*20/22*22/24*24)

Logo, warning sign, manufacturing marks and customized graphics

fixed scanner, hand-held scanner

English letter/number/symbol: 6 lines，Chinese character: 2 lines

Microsoft Excel、LIMS、LIS、HIS import, dynamic expression, manual editing, customized storage set for 
invoking

Chrome, IE 10 or above

2-10mm

numbers, English letters (upper and lower case), symbols, Chinese Characters(GB2312)

TubeID Printing Platform: Ti-2040 / 2060 (W * L * H): 516 * 500 * 450 (mm) Weight: 25kg

Inkjet Unit: (W * L * H): 400 * 395 * 527 (mm) Weight: 25kg

Mobile table: Ti-Table (W * L * H): 680 * 680 * 746 (mm) Weight: 25kg

AC100-120/220-240V±10％  50/60Hz  210VA

TubeIDTM



Figure 3.1.1
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2.3.1. Equipment installation and operation environment
Ensure that there is no equipment that generates flames or arcs around the marking machine.

Inks and solvents contain organic content, so TubeID printing units should be installed in a well-ventilated 

location.

The desktop where TubeID printing platform is placed should be flat and stable.

Network interface, or router connection interface.

2.3.2. Software operation environment
TubeID printing unit can be connected through the Internet or LAN on the mobile web platform to perform 

printing work. In order to use "Excel Integration" function, the mobile terminal must be installed with Microsoft 

Office 2007 or above. 

2.3. Installation and operation environment

TubeIDTM

This chapter mainly describes the operation steps of TubeID.

3.1. Open the software operation interface
Each device has a unique URL address, which is composed of "company name_laboratory name_equipment 

serial number.iot.sciwaytech.com". The address can be customized but cannot be modified once determined. 

At this time, if the printer does not eject ink lines, a pop-up window will prompt whether to eject ink lines, select 

"Confirm". As shown in Figure 3.1.1, it takes about 4 minutes for the ink line of the ink jet unit and the mobile 

printing platform to initialize. .

3.2. Ink viscosity reminder
After the device is initialized, the "ink viscosity reminder" pops up on the interface, as shown in Figure 3.2.1 and 

Figure 3.2.2. Please follow the prompts to complete the procedures and click OK to enter printing.

Management interface, as shown in Figure 3.2.3;

Note: Please keep the ink viscosity value in the range of 90 to 102 to help improve the printing effect and 

adhesion.

3. TubeID Operation

TubeIDTM



Figure 3.2.2

Figure 3.2.1
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Keeping the ink density within the standard value will help stabilize the printed effect and prevent ink from falling 

off. Please follow the steps below to check the ink density value.

1.Click [Login]> [admin]> [Confirm] to enter the printer system homepage to log in. If you have already logged 

in, skip this step.
2. Click [Main Menu]> [Operation Management] at the bottom of the interface to view the value of [Ink Viscosity].

If the value of [Ink Viscosity] is not displayed or lower than 90, please wait a few minutes. If it is higher than 120, 

please clean and shut down then restart the printer.

TubeIDTM



Figure 3.2.3

Figure 3.3.1

3.3.1. Test tube selection and printing format
Click the drop-down list of "Please select test tube type" and select the test tube type you want to print. As shown 

in Figure 3.3.1.

3.3. Print management

Click the drop-down list of "Please select format type" and select the format you want to print. As shown in Figure 

3.3.2.

Figure 3.3.2

12 TubeIDTM



Figure 3.3.4
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Figure 3.3.3

3.3.2.1. Fixed value
After selecting the printing format, click the corresponding element box and edit the printing content in the right 

input column. In this way, the printing content can be customized, and the content of all test tubes printed out is 

the same. As shown in Figure 3.3.3.

3.3.2. Set printing content

3.3.2.2. Dynamic expressions
After selecting the marking format, click the corresponding element box and edit the marking content in the right 

input column. Click the drop-down box and select the dynamic expression. And enter the following rules in the 

edit box: fixed value {{start value|increment value}}. For example: sciway{{01|1}}. Then the content of the 

corresponding elements on the printed test tube are "sciway01, sciway02, sciway03..." in this way, the printed 

content can be sorted by numbers. As shown in Figure 3.3.4.



Figure 3.3.6
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After the file is successfully imported, click the drop-down box of the text rule in step 3, select the "read from 

Excel" option, and select the corresponding column in the table for each element, as shown in Figure 3.3.7.

TubeIDTM

Figure 3.3.5

3.3.2.3. Import Excel
Set up the Excel file to be printed in advance, as shown in Figure 3.3.5. In the file "Test Tube Printing 2mL", each 

line is the printed content of a test tube.

After selecting the printing format, click "Import Excel" in step 3, and select the "Import Excel" button below 

again. Select the Excel file numbered in advance from the folder. As shown in Figure 3.3.6.
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Figure 3.3.8.1

TubeIDTM

Figure 3.3.7

If the number of rows in the excel file is less than the maximum throughput, TubeID software will automatically 

assign the test tube placement position according to the amount of rows in the file, and the operator can place 

the test tube into the position according to the software interface suggests. You can also customize the location 

again, but you need to ensure that the number of selected test tubes is the same as the amount of file data.

If the number of rows in the excel file exceeds the throughput, all test tubes will be selected. After printing, you 

can choose whether to continue printing the rest of the content according to the pop-up window.

3.3.3. Print preview and start printing
When you choose a fixed value or a dynamic expression to define the print content, you can manually select the 

position of the printed test tube on the software, and place the test tube in the corresponding position for printing. 

As shown in Figure 3.3.8.1.

After selecting the test tube for printing, you can click "Print Preview" in step 3 to check the content to be printed. 

Each line is the printing content of each test tube. As shown in Figure 3.3.8.2.



Figure 3.3.8.2
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Figure 3.3.9

After confirming the printing content, please adjust the nozzle to the suitable height according to the 

type of  test tube, and select "Please adjust the nozzle to the suitable height" on the software. After 

"Start Printing" turns gray to blue, click to print.The equipment starts to run, and the software jumps to the 

print information interface, as shown in Figure 3.3.9. The left side displays the real-time printing status, and the 

printed test tube turns green; the right side displays real-time information.

TubeIDTM



3.3.4. Stop printing and finish printing
During the printing process, you can click "Stop Printing" in the software interface to interrupt the printing opera-

tion, the software jumps back to the printing management interface, and the device moves to the position of the 

test tube rack. As shown in Figure 3.3.10.

Figure 3.3.10
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After printing is completed, the device moves to the position of the test tube rack. A pop-up window prompts 

that printing is complete, click OK, and the software will jump back to the print management interface. As 

shown in Figure 3.3.11.

Figure 3.3.11

TubeIDTM



3.4. Format management
Operators can manage the printing format and add, delete or modify the printing format according to the 

prompts.
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Figure 3.4.2

3.4.2. Edit format
Click "Add Element" to add custom text or identification code. The left side of the red line is the bottle cap, and 

the right side is the bottle body. Adjust the position of the element by dragging the mouse or setting the X and 

Y coordinates.

When you select "Add Text", you can check "Chinese Character Text" in the edit box on the right to add 

Chinese elements. As shown in Figure 3.4.2.

Figure 3.4.1

3.4.1. New format
Click the "New Format" button on the left, name the new format, and select the test tube rack used by the new 

format, as shown in Figure 3.4.1.

TubeIDTM



1: Edit the default content in the current element.

2: Adjust the position coordinates of each element.

3: Character encoding, adjust the character size of each element.

When you select "Add Code ID", you can select the code type in the drop-down box on the right. As shown in 

Figure 3.4.3.

Figure 3.4.3
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Figure 3.4.4

The parameter settings for each element are shown in Figure 3.4.4.

The parameter settings for each format are shown in Figure 3.4.5.

Figure 3.4.5

TubeIDTM



1: Edit the default content in the current element.

2: Adjust the position coordinates of each element.

3: Character encoding, adjust the character size of each element.

TubeIDTM4. FAQ
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1: Modify the format name.

2: Adjust the height of the printing effect.

3: Adjust the printing quality. Normally no change needed.

4: Adjust the width of the printing effect. Normally no change needed.

After the modification is complete, click "Save" to save the format for future invoking.

3.4.3. Restart of the printing unit after power cut
If the printing unit is powered off for a long time, the ink in the pipeline may dry up and become clogged. Please 

contact our engineer for solution. For a short-term power cut, you can press the "ON" button on the printer, then 

log in the software interface, and click OK at the pop-up window automatically displayed to complete the restart.

4.1 We do not have connection to the Internet in our workplace. Is TubeID still func-
tional?
Yes. TubeID can be connected by Internet, intranet or by forming connection between operation terminal with a 

router. With Internet connection, TubeID’s system can be upgraded remotely. When the intranet connection is in 

use, it is accessed via IP, which is faster and more stable. In short, under any network conditions (external 

Internet / internal LAN / no network), TubeID is always functional.

4.2 What should I do if the software operation interface displays "Inkjet unit 
failure"?
Please open the front cover of the mobile table, check the prompts on the screen of the inkjet unit, and perform 

corresponding operations according to the prompts. If you don't know how to operate, please contact Sciway 

engineer.

4.3 The inkjet unit screen shows that the solvent is insufficient, how should I 
replace the solvent?
If it shows that the solvent is insufficient, follow the steps below to replace the solvent. Open the front cover, put 

the unit into offline mode, and click Solvent (as shown in the figure below).

TubeIDTM



1: Edit the default content in the current element.

2: Adjust the position coordinates of each element.

3: Character encoding, adjust the character size of each element.

Appears after clicking.

Figure 4.3.2
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Figure 4.3.1
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Click “Execute” and follow the prompt steps. Place the QR code of the solvent bottle against the printer as shown 

in the figure below.

As shown in Figure 4.3.4, the previous solvent bottle will pop up. After installing the new solvent bottle, follow the 

prompts to complete.After completion, click "Maintenance Operation→Circulation Control→Add Solvent→

Execute" to complete the solvent replacement. If you have any questions, please contact Sciway engineers.

Follow the steps.

Figure 4.3.3

Figure 4.3.4

TubeIDTM
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4.4 What should I do if the inkjet unit screen shows "low ink level"?
The ink replacement procedure is similar to the solvent replacement. Click the ink on the screen and follow the 

prompts to complete the ink replacement. After completion, click "Maintenance → Circulation Control → Ink 

Filling → Execute”. If you have any questions, please contact Sciway engineers. 

4.5 When the inkjet unit screen shows " low ink level" for the first time, do I need to 
replace the ink immediately?
When the notice for low ink level shown for the first time, there is actually about 20% ink remaining, which allows 

the machine still functioning for a short period of time. But please buy and replace the ink as soon as possible.

4.6 Why is the printing effect so dim?
The decrease in ink density will cause the printed text to be less conspicuous. Repeated cleaning of the printer 

will cause the ink density to decrease, which will affect the printing quality. Sciway recommends inkjet unit 

cleaning at most 1-2 times a day. In addition, when the inkjet unit is turned off, it will automatically start cleaning, 

so please do not manually turn off the device frequently. In fact, for daily use, as long as the printer is powered 

on, a user does not need to perform additional operations. In this way, the ink density can be maintained at about 

100, and the printing effect can be in the best condition.

4.7 What should I do if the print is blurred?
If the typing is blurred, please check whether there is ink accumulation on the print head, if so, please clean the 

print head. The operation method is as follows.

Put the printing platform on standby, remove the shell of the nozzle (Figure 4.6.1), put a container under the 

nozzle, take out the spray can, rinse the nozzle with solvent until it is visible to the eye, and dry it naturally, then 

install the shell, as shown in the figure 4.6.2.

Figure 4.6.1

TubeIDTM
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4.8 What should I do if I accidentally print on the test tube rack and tray?
Clean the test tube rack (Figure 4.7.1) and tray (Figure 4.7.2) with solvent, and then wipe them clean. Please 

wear gloves and a mask during operation, and do not allow your skin to directly contact the solvent.

Figure 4.6.2

Figure 4.7.1

TubeIDTM
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Figure 4.7.2

4.9 How long is the shelf life of the ink after it is opened?
After opening, the durability period of the ink is 3-4 months, and it can be extended if it has been exposed contin-

uously to dry air. The ink expires after 600 hours of running the ink line. Due to the inevitable existence of 

moisture air, a humid environment may cause the ink to expire early.

TubeIDTM
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